
NON-RETURN VALVE DS342/DS442
In accordance with Approved Document H1 of the Building Regulations and British Standards 8301: 1985, where a drain is liable to
surcharge, measures should be taken to protect any building and ancillary area likely to be adversely affected. The measures necessary to
protect a drainage system or building from surcharge should be as simple a possible and be so arranged as to have minimal effect on the
drainage system.

Hunter’s Non-return valve is a simple, effective way to eliminate flood risk caused by back-flow through drainage channels.

The integral flap valve is the simplest design and when installed within the drain run the valve offers the most effective means of preventing
flood damage.

Made from tough, anti-corrosion PVCu in 110mm and 160mm sizes.

SUITABLE FOR:

• Low lying coastal, lake or valley areas where a drainage system is laid to shallow depths or with flat gradients

• Where the building level is below the upper level of the main sewer

• Low lying coastal, lake or valley areas where a drainage system is laid to shallow depths or with flat gradients

• Where rainwater is channelled into the main sewer, making it liable to flooding during heavy rainfall

• Commercial and industrial applications where non-pressure flow control is required, for example, fish farming 

• To reduce rodent ingress

Note: recommended for installation within an access point  for regular inspection maintenance and cleaning (See installation notes on next page).
Applications confined to surface and clean water systems only.



NON-RETURN VALVE DS342/DS442 CONT-

Dimensions (mm) Ø A B C D

DS342 110 61 270 215 190

DS442 160 74 334 256 230

The valve should be installed within the drainage run and must be horizontal. This ensures that the
flap opens under normal flow conditions and positively shuts off under surcharging conditions

Concrete base and valve surround

Suitable cover and frame (Hunter
DS62 cast iron cover and frame,
Class ‘C’)

DS58 Raising pieces to form
chamber shaft. (up to 1 metre
invert depth)

Concrete rings or brick built
shafts to be used over 1 
metre depth

150mm minimum concrete around
top of the shaft to provide bed for
frame

When using Class ‘C’  cover and
frames the chamber should be
supported by a granular backfill as
recommended by Appendix A. of
BS 5955: Part 6.
When using Class 'B'”  cover and
frames the chamber should be fully
supported with a concrete surround

DS211 Double couplings used
to form rocker pipe

Raising pieces joined to
concrete bed

DS211Direction 
of flow

Note: The top of the valve is removable to aid cleaning and maintenance. The bolts use to secure the valve top can be removed
using a 13mm socket or open-ended spanner.
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NON-RETURN VALVE INSTALLATION NOTES

Install the non-return valve into its own chamber to make
periodical inspection easier. Ensure that it is installed
the right way round (socket upstream)

Install the value longitudinally to the pipe, the maximum
slope should not be more than two degrees (fall 1:27)

To ensure perfect operation of the valve it must be
perpendicular (see drawing).

In order to periodically inspect the valve, rotate the
handle toward the position ‘closed’. In case of
resistance to the rotation, remove the cover and clean
the inside of the valve. Leave the handle in the open
position under normal working conditions.

If the valve is positioned downstream of the soil pipe,
the valve must be inspected frequently. Gradually
tighten the bolts in the order shown 1 - 2 - 3 - 4.
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